1. Mind Reading with Two Cups and a Die
Hand out the following to a member of your audience: one die, one small cup, one medium
cup, and the two semi-transparent plastic lids. They may examine all of the five items. Now,
while you look away, you ask one of the spectators to place the die into the smallest cup,
to place the lid on it, and to place this cup into the medium cup. Having placed the lid on
top, the volunteer has to put the whole thing into his pocket. Although the die is securely
enclosed in the cups, you will be able to tell the number on top of the die. This is because
after they have placed the die into the smallest cup and closed it up, you take it back into
your hand, holding the cup at a slight angle with the lid towards you, so that the die slides
down against the lid. You glance very quickly and note the number of dots on the die, which
will be visible through the nearly transparent lid. At the same time you give the audience
member the larger cup to be examined. Now hand the smallest cup back to them to be
put inside the larger one, and have them place the cups in their pocket. Before revealing
the number on top of the die, it would be a good idea to act as if you are concentrating
hard on the item tucked away in the spectator’s pocket. Since you are a mentalist, this
considerably increases the effect of the trick, and your audience will be astonished by the
powers of your mind.
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2. Mind Reading with Number Cards
Ask a spectator to secretly write down a number between 1 and 60. Show them the six
number cards you will find in your magic set. Show them the cards one by one, asking
them each time if they can spot their number on the card you show them. After this is
done you can tell them exactly what number they have written down. For this trick you have
to study and remember before the performance, the first number on each card. This is
easy because the first card starts with number 1, when doubled up you get 2, which is the
number of the second card. Double the number 2 and you get the number 4, which is the
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number of the third card. And so on. The fourth card has number 8, the fifth card number
16, and the sixth card number 32 as a first number. Now every time the spectator spots
their number on the card you show them, you remember the first number of that particular
card. If you add up all the first numbers of the cards, you will get to the secret number the
spectator has written down!
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ONLINE VIDEO INSTRUCTIONS
There is an instructional video available for the
primary trick in this kit on our website. Enter the following web
address into your web browser or scan the QR code with a QR
code scanner. Then enter the code below.

Go to this website:
www.thamesandkosmos.com/index.php/rabbitshatvideos
Then enter this code:
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Warning! Not suitable for children under 3 years. Choking hazard —
small parts may be swallowed or inhaled. Keep the packaging and
instructions as they contain important information.
Please note that some tricks may require parental guidance.
Some of the tricks require the use of common household materials
that are not included in the kit. Colors and contents may vary from
those illustrated.
All magic tricks, parts, designs and original description of tricks are
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